Hi, will you please move these to NMIS asap?

I'll send the form...thank you!

Cheers,

---

From: NROC-SECURITY
Sent: Thursday, August 04, 2016 11:09 AM
To: 
Subject: FW: [Non-DoD Source] Re: ACES Template for ACESTemplate for Ipptx; ACES Template for Asset 5.png
Attachments:

Hi,..will you please move these to NMIS asap?

I'll send the form...thank you!

Cheers,

---

From: NROC-SECURITY
Sent: Wednesday, August 03, 2016 4:39 PM
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: Re: [Non-DoD Source] Re: ACES Template for ACESTemplate for Ipptx; ACES Template for Asset 5.png

All active links contained in this email were disabled. Please verify the identity of the sender, and confirm the authenticity of all links contained within the message prior to copying and pasting the address to a Web browser.

Sorry; noticed that the "ACES" logo in Q4 failed to render. This is a fixed file.

On Wed, Aug 3, 2016 at 4:35 PM, >> wrote:

Good points, all.

This is an exported PDF and the Powerpoint itself. I did end up making some minor edits and font-size changes to get some room back for the blurbs, which I think are helpful. In the end, we got one blurb per quad. I changed the font to something a bit "nicer" and have attached that font for you to use on this (and future as appropriate) projects.

I added in a cue to the viewer to drive home that the content in Q3 is replicated in Q4 as well, and placed the ACES console on a surface so it isn't just floating in space.

Also in this mail are the images used in the PPTX, as separate files.

---
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On Wed, Aug 3, 2016 at 3:45 PM, > wrote:

I really like where you took this...

I’d like to add a descriptions to the third and fourth pictures...using the yellow callout you did for pics 1 and 2 possible...

Third picture...something to the effect of “Completely flexible palette...any content, any size, anywhere”

Fourth picture...something to the effect of “Browser based console allows ‘click and move’ of content anywhere in the ACES operating environment...can visually see and manage data, people, and processes”

Condense that to whatever you think is best...most concise...and fits...

These are descriptors of the pictures themselves...I will have a talk track that talks about each of the sections (visualization, collaboration, etc.) in more operational terms.

Thoughts?

Cheers,
All active links contained in this email were disabled. Please verify the identity of the sender, and confirm the authenticity of all links contained within the message prior to copying and pasting the address to a Web browser.

Hi, [Name] Here's the V1; I think it's pretty close to the pin although you may have specific direction RE images inside the screens (especially for accuracy). We tried to make a small scale story the sort of which we produce in training, in this case the launch of an NRO satellite.

In quads 3 and 4, you'll note the content on screens being duplicated on the surfaces in the ACES console.

On the powerpoint, I would suggest that you leave your bolded words but remove the drop shadow, as the negatively impact readability.

On Tue, Aug 2, 2016 at 1:23 PM, [Name] >> wrote:

Sounds good...make it look as much like a marketing brochure as possible...world class if you can make it happen.

Thanks!

Cheers,
Good strides today with we have it all mapped out and I'll begin working on draft 1. RE the NRO template; it's fine. Other than some small alignment issues I'll use it essentially as-is.

On Tue. Aug 2. 2016 at 11:00 AM

Thanks!

On Tue. Aug 2. 2016 at 10:49 AM.

here you go...

I am NOT wed to the design/content/locations of the title, ACES description, and tagline...so, as you are designing the
slide with the pictures...if you think there is a better way to do things, by all means, do it and let me see...

Cheers,
NATIONAL RECONNAISSANCE OFFICE

Advanced Collaboration Enterprise Services

ACES

"Building the future of NRO Enterprise Operations..."
ACES – Future of NRO Enterprise

ACES creates a common operating environment that significantly enhances efficiency and effectiveness through visualization, collaboration, situational awareness/understanding, and battle management, command, control, and communications (BMC3)

Visualization
A completely flexible palette...any content, any size, anywhere.

Collaboration
"Any-to-many" collaboration, whether across the hall or across the globe.

Situational Awareness/Understanding
Operators have access to both their traditional toolsets as well as access to new & legacy sources made possible through ACES, all in a single place and instantly accessible.

BMC3
Browser based console allows movement and monitoring of content anywhere within ACES...see and manage data, people, and processes in real-time.

Building our operational environment...linking data, people, and processes